MEETING MINUTES
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

The Wednesday, February 20, 2013, meeting of the Associated Students Council was held at 6:01 pm, in the Price Center East Forum, Speaker John Weng presiding and Director Heather Belk was present.

The roll was called.

The following voting members were present: Emma Berdugo, Andrew Buselt, Payton Carrol, Irene Chang, Jonathan Cheung, Jackie Clavin, Hope Czbas, Guy Elezra, Sean Estelle, Savini Ganhewa, Mariko Kuga, Linda Le, Meggie Le, Cody Marshall, Matthew Mayeda, Travis Miller, Jerry Narez, Olamide Noah, Summer Perez, Brad Segal, Victoria Vlahoyiannis, Ian Winchester, and Ali Younes.

The following non-voting members were present: Eric Babjanian, Leonard Bobbit, Elizabeth Garcia, Vanessa Garcia, Sean O’Neal, Max Tamez, John Weng, and Donald Zalaya.

The following members were not present but excused: Albert Chu, Caesar Feng, Shashank Gupta, Shazzy Gustafson, Andre Mota, Dalena Nguyen, Linh Nguyen, Jasmin Omran, and Hue Tran.

Public Input was given by representatives from Students for Justice in Palestine.

A Special Presentation was given by Allie Platt regarding Energy Use, UCSD Energy Use, and The Divest Fossil Fuels Campaign.

Council reordered to legislative committee.

Olamide Noah, reporting on behalf of the legislative committee, moved to approve the Resolution in Support of Divestment from Fossil Fuel Companies (see Attachment 1).

Brad Segal objected.

Olamide Noah moved to suspend the Standing Rules to allow members of the public to speak, which was approved.

Andy Buselt moved to lay the Resolution in Support of Divestment from Fossil Fuel Companies (see Attachment 1) on the table.

Leonard objected.

Motion approved.
Council reordered back to Special Orders.

A Special Presentation was given by Andrew Buselt regarding SSC-TGIF.

Council reordered back to the Resolution in Support of Divestment from Fossil Fuel Companies (see Attachment 1).

Meggie Le moved to amend the Resolution in Support of Divestment from Fossil Fuel Companies (see Attachment 2).

Council Member objected.

Cody Marshall called the question.

Motion approved.

Motion approved.

Travis Miller called the question.

Roll Call Vote was as follows: Emma Berdugo, yes; Andrew Buselt, yes; Payton Carrol, yes; Irene Chang, yes; Jackie Clavin, yes; Hope Czbas, yes; Guy Elezra, yes; Sean Estelle, yes; Caesar Feng, yes; Shashank Gupta, yes; Savini Ganhewa, yes; Shazzy Gustafson, yes; Mariko Kuga, yes; Linda Le, yes; Meggie Le, yes; Cody Marshall, yes; Matthew Mayeda, yes; Travis Miller, yes; Jerry Narez, yes; Olamide Noah, yes; Dalena Nguyen, yes; Summer Perez, yes; Brad Segal, yes; Victoria Vlahoianniss, yes; Ian Winchester, no; Ali Younes, yes; motion approved.

Olamide Noah, reporting on behalf of the legislative committee, discharged to council floor the Approval of University Centers Maintenance Fee Referendum (see Attachment 3).

Olamide Noah moved to approve the Approval of University Centers Maintenance Fee Referendum (see Attachment 3).

Leonard Bobbit objected.

Leonard Bobbit moved to amend the Approval of University Centers Maintenance Fee Referendum (see Attachment 4).

Motion approved.

Brad Segal moved to amend the Approval of University Centers Maintenance Fee Referendum (see Attachment 5).

Brad Segal called the question.
Motion approved.

Leonard Bobbit moved to amend the Approval of University Centers Maintenance Fee Referendum (see Attachment 6). Motion approved.

Travis Miller called the question.

Motion approved.

Roll Call Vote was as follows: Emma Berdugo, yes; Andrew Buselt, yes; Irene Chang, yes; Jonathan Cheung, yes; Jackie Clavin, yes; Guy Elezra, yes; Sean Estelle, abstain; Shashank Gupta, yes; Savini Ganhewa, yes; Mariko Kuga, yes; Meggie Le, yes; Cody Marshall, yes; Matthew Mayeda, yes; Travis Miller, yes; Jerry Narez, yes; Olamide Noah, yes; Dalena Nguyen, yes; Summer Perez, abstain; Brad Segal, yes; Ian Winchester, yes; Ali Younes, yes; motion approved.

Bryan Cassella, reporting on behalf of the finance committee, moved to approve the allocation of $500. From General Initiatives to Senators Projects for the Sexual Consent Workshop to take place March 10, 2013 (see Attachment 7), which was approved.

Bryan Cassella, reporting on behalf of the finance committee, moved to approve the allocation of $1265.00 from Student Org Programming Unallocated to Evangelical Chinese Christian Fellowship for Gospel Night 2013 to take place 04/07/13, which was approved.

Meggie Le, reporting on behalf of the rules committee, discharged to council floor the Amendment to the ASUCSD Standing Rules to include the Human Rights Board at UC San Diego (see Attachment 8).

Brad Segal moved to approve the Amendment to the ASUCSD Standing Rules to include the Human Rights Board at UC San Diego (see Attachment 8). Motion approved.

Olamide Noah, reporting on behalf of the legislative committee, moved to approve the appointment of Kyle Heiskala as SOVAC Executive Director effective Feb. 6, 2013 until appointment of successor; appointment of Kenneth Zhang as TLC Director of Scheduling effective Feb. 10, 2013 until appointment of successor; and appointment of Daniel Juarez as TLC Director of Communications effective Feb. 10, 2013 until appointment of successor; which were approved.
Olamide Noah, reporting on behalf of the legislative committee, moved to approve the SOVAC Charter (see Attachment 9).

Motion approved.

Olamide Noah, reporting on behalf of the legislative committee, discharged to council floor the Resolution in Solidarity with AFSCME 3299 (see Attachment 10).

Jackie Clavin moved to approve the Resolution in Solidarity with AFSCME 3299 (see Attachment 10).

Sean O’Neal objected.

Sean O’Neal moved to amend the Resolution in Solidarity with AFSCME 3299 (see Attachment 11).

Savini Ganhewa objected.

Motion approved.

Roll Call Vote was as follows: Emma Berdugo, yes; Andrew Buselt, yes; Irene Chang, yes; Jonathan Cheung, yes; Jackie Clavin, yes; Hope Czbas, yes; Guy Elezra, yes; Sean Estelle, yes; Caesar Feng, yes; Shashank Gupta, yes; Savini Ganhewa, yes; Shazzy Gustafson, yes; Mariko Kuga, yes; Linda Le, yes; Meggie Le, yes; Cody Marshall, yes; Matthew Mayeda, yes; Travis Miller, yes; Jerry Narez, yes; Olamide Noah, yes; Dalena Nguyen, yes; Summer Perez, yes; Brad Segal, yes; Ian Winchester, yes; motion approved.

Irene Chang moved to allow the following legislation be entered into New Business: allocation of $402 from Student Org Programming Unallocated to Academic Integrity Matters for Face to Face 4/15/13; allocation of $395 from Student Org Programming Unallocated to Multi Asian Student Association for Noodle Night to take place on 3/15/13; allocation of $2376 from Student Org Programming Unallocated to Hermanas Unidas de UCSD for Catwalk Against Cancer 4/26/13.

Motion approved.

Irene Chang moved to approve the allocation of $402 from Student Org Programming Unallocated to Academic Integrity Matters for Face to Face 4/15/13; allocation of $395 from Student Org Programming Unallocated to Multi Asian Student Association for Noodle Night to take place on 3/15/13; allocation of $2376 from Student Org Programming Unallocated to Hermanas Unidas de UCSD for Catwalk Against Cancer 4/26/13.

Motion approved.
Irene Chang moved to allow the following legislation be added as New Business: allocation of $150 from General Initiatives to Senate Project for Food Water Action to take place on 3/1/13.

Motion approved.

Irene Chang moved to approve the allocation of $150 from General Initiatives to Senate Project for Food Water Action to take place on 3/1/13.

Motion approved.

The roll was called.

The following voting members were present: Emma Berdugo, Andrew Buselt, Bryan Cassella, Irene Chang, Jonathan Cheung, Jackie Clavin, Hope Czbas, Guy Elezra, Sean Estelle, Caesar Feng, Shashank Gupta, Shazzy Gustafson, Savini Ganhewa, Mariko Kuga, Linda Le, Meggie Le, Cody Marshall, Matthew Mayeda, Travis Miller, Jerry Narez, Olamide Noah, Dalena Nguyen, Summer Perez, Brad Segal, and Ian Winchester.

The following non-voting members were present: Leonard Bobbit, Elizabeth Garcia, Max Tamez, and John Weng.

The following members were not present but excused: Eric Babajanian, Albert Chu, Linh Nguyen, Hue Tran, Victoria Vlahoyiannis, and Ali Younes.

The meeting adjourned at 9:59 PM.